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Phase diagram of three contrasting magnetization reversal phases
in uniaxial ferromagnetic thin films
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Department of Physics and Center for Nanospinics of Spintronic Materials, Korea Advanced Institute
of Science and Technology, Taejon 305-701, Korea

~Received 12 June 2001; accepted for publication 4 January 2002!

We present an analytical description of a magnetization reversal phase diagram of ferromagnetic
thin films that have uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy. The phase equilibrium lines were calculated
from a micromagnetic consideration of equilibrium conditions of the wall motion, dendritic growth,
and nucleation processes. The phase diagram characterizes well simulated domain evolution
patterns: typical domain evolution patterns are predicted accurately in the corresponding phases
accompanied by gradual phase transitions across the phase equilibrium lines. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1457527#
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Motivated by the diverse possibilities of magnetic app
cations as well as a fundamental interest in magnetism, m
netization reversal dynamics in ferromagnetic thin films ha
been extensively studied during the last few decades.1–3 Re-
cently, interest in this field has grown significantly, large
motivated by experimental observations of contrasting
main patterns among similar samples of many systems4–7

Direct domain observation using advanced magnetic imag
techniques has shown that the contrasting domain patt
resulted from the counterbalance of three fundamental m
netization reversal processes: nucleation, dendrite-gro
and wall-motion processes.4,7 Micromagnetic calculations
have indeed demonstrated the contrasting change of s
lated domain evolution patterns with respect to the magn
properties.7–13

Kirby et al.8 first presented simulated results of contra
ing behavior from wall motion to nucleation-dominant ma
netization reversal with respective to the domain wall ene
which could explain the experimental observations in Dy
multilayers well. Lyberatoset al.9 developed a more gene
alized micromagnetic description of magnetization rever
which predicted three contrasting behaviors among the w
motion, nucleation, and dendritic-growth processes depe
ing on the magnetic properties of samples. Several equ
lent models have been reported to explain the magnetiza
reversal behavior observed in a number of different sam
systems,7,10 taking into consideration the local magnet
variation.11,12 Quite recently, Lyberatos13 summarized the
various micromagnetic algorithms and their relevancy
each physical situation.

Despite these advances, however, we would like to p
out that in all of the existing micromagnetic approaches,
simulated results can only be obtained after time-consum
iterative calculations. This essentially restricts the scope
potential research to some particular cases, especially t
on areas much smaller than experimental-observed area
cause the simulation time rapidly increases with an incre
in the simulation area, i.e., the number of simulation ce

a!Presently at: Advanced Light Sources, Lawrence Berkeley National La
ratory; electronic mail: SBChoe@lbl.gov
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Thus, an explicit characterization of magnetization rever
behavior without carrying out a time-consuming iterati
simulation remains a scientific challenge to date.

In this study, we present an analytic description of ma
netization reversal behavior based on a micromagnetic m
of uniaxial perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. The desc
tion provides a magnetization reversal phase diagram de
mined from equilibrium conditions of typical magnetizatio
reversal processes. The validity of this phase diagram is
cussed together with simulated domain evolution pattern

For this study, a micromagnetic model was developed
predict the magnetization reversal dynamics by adoptin
Monte Carlo algorithm based on a uniaxial anisotropy mo
originally proposed by Kirbyet al.8 In this model, a film is
composed of nanosized identical single-domain cells on h
agonal lattices lying in anXY plane with periodic boundary
condition, and the magnetization of each cell is aligned alo
the 6z direction except during the reversal process. Ea
cell of volumeVc has a saturation magnetization ofMs and
a uniaxial perpendicular magnetic anisotropy ofKu , and
each cell boundary has a wall energy densitysw . Then, the
magnetic energyE of a cell having an angle of magnetizatio
directionu from the1z axis is given by

E5KuVc sin2 u2MsVc~H1Ĥ !cosu
12~12z cosu!Vcsw /dc

J , ~1!

whereH and Ĥ are the external magnetic field and the d
magnetizing field along the1z direction, respectively.z
5Sk cosuk/6 is the fraction of the magnetization sta
summed over the nearest neighboring cellsk, anddc is the
distance between the centers of the nearest neighboring c
The magnetic energy can be rewritten into a simplified fo
expressed by

E5KuVc@sin2 u22~a1mĥ1zw!cosu12w#, ~2!

introducing the dimensionless parameters wherem
52pMs

2/Ku is the ratio of the magnetostatic energy over t
anisotropy energy,w5sw /tcKu is the ratio of the wall en-
ergy over the anisotropy energy,a5MsH/2Ku is the ratio of

o-
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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the applied magnetic field over the anisotropy field andĥ
5Ĥ/4pMs is the ratio of the demagnetizing field over i
maximum value.

The magnetic energyE has two minima atu50 andp
with a maximum in between. The energy barrierEb for re-
versal is then given by the difference in energy between
initial value and the maximum as follows:

Eb5KuVc@11m̂~a1mĥ1zw!#2, ~3!

wherem̂5cosu0 is the directional cosine of the initial mag
netization directionu0 of the cell. In a thermally activated
magnetization reversal process, magnetization reversal
cell takes place by overcoming the energy barrierEb via
activation with the thermal energykBT, and the switching
probability of a cell in timeDt is given by

p5r 0 exp~2b8@11m̂~a1mĥ1zw!#2!Dt, ~4!

wherer 0 is the probability constant~or inverse of the attemp
frequency!. Here, b85KuVc /kBT is another dimensionles
parameter that gives the ratio of the magnetic anisotropy
ergy of a cell over the thermal activation energy.

The switching probabilityp of an individual cell is de-
termined according to the magnetization state of the ne
boring cells. Now we consider typical situations of the thr
fundamental magnetization reversal processes illustrate
Fig. 1: the wall-motion process takes place by switching
cell at the boundary of an existing domain; the dendrit
growth process switches a cell at the end of a stripe dom
the nucleation process makes an isolated cell. From the t
cal situations, one can determine the situation parame
i.e., the normalized demagnetizing fieldĥ and the domain-
wall coveragez according to the corresponding magnetiz
tion reversal process. The values of the situation parame
are given at the bottom of each part in Fig. 1. The numbe
cells n in each typical situation was chosen as an appro
mate quantity.

The probability Pi , where the magnetization revers
processi takes place among all of the simulation cells,
given by the sum of the individual switching probabilitypi

of the number of cellsni in a typical situation of the magne
tization reversal processi, i.e., Pi;nipi . The equilibrium
condition between the magnetization reversal processesi and
j is then given byPi5Pj , since the subsequent magnetiz

FIG. 1. Typical situations of~a! the wall-motion process,~b! the dendritic-
growth process, and~c! the nucleation process, respectively. The magn
zation reversal situation parameters,ĥ, z, andn, for the corresponding mag
netization reversal situations are given at the bottom for each case. H
ĥstripe is the contribution to the demagnetizing energy from the cells lying
the linear stripe domain, shown as black cells in~b!, and ĥself is the self-
demagnetizing energy of a cell.
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tion reversal is chosen by a counterbalance between
probabilities of the magnetization reversal processes. Us
Eq. ~4!, the equilibrium condition can be rewritten as a fun
tion between the normalized domain-wall energyw and the
normalized magnetostatic energym, given by

w~m!5
2bi j 1Abi j

2 2ai j ci j

ai j
, ~5!

where the coefficientsa, b, andc are

ai j 5z i
22z j

2,

bi j 5~ ĥiz i2ĥ jz j !m1~11a!~z i2z j !,

ci j 5~ ĥi
22ĥ j

2!m212~11a!~ ĥi2ĥ j !m2
1

b8
log

ni

nj
.

In this study,w andm are chosen as major quantities due
the fact that they directly reflect the different magnetizati
reversal situations to the reversal probability via the te
mĥ1zw in Eq. ~4!, whereas the other parameters, such asa,
b8, andN, just give the same contribution to all the revers
probability; more detailed discussion of this will be report
elsewhere.

Figure 2 shows the phase equilibrium lines on them–w
coordinate, where each line is designated by a correspon
equilibrium condition. Here, the other parameters are fixed
b85837 anda520.75 on 2563256 cells. The value ofb8
corresponds to the values ofKu553106 erg/cm3, tc5t f

5231026 cm, andT5300 K. From Fig. 2, one can clearl
see the phase diagram is composed of three magnetiz
reversal phases. In phase I, the wall-motion process is do
nant compared to the other processes, i.e.,Pw.Pd andPn ,
whereas the dendritic-growth process is dominant in phas
and the nucleation process is dominant in phase III.

To examine whether the phase equilibrium lines ac
rately classify the magnetization reversal phases, a mi
magnetic simulation was carried out under conditions id
tical to those used in the present phase diagram. Figu
illustrates the simulated domain evolution patterns with
spect tom andw together, where each frame is aligned in
column with differentm and in a row with differentw. Each
frame shows a domain evolution pattern of 25% reversal

-

re,
nFIG. 2. Phase diagram of the wall-motion dominant phase~partition I!, the

dendritic-growth dominant phase~partition II!, and the nucleation dominan
phase~partition III!. The solid lines provide the phase equilibrium line
under the condition denoted on the corresponding lines.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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a sample having corresponding values ofm andw as denoted
in the top and left margins of the domain-pattern arra
respectively. All the domain evolution patterns systema
cally change with a change in eitherm or w, and one can
clearly find three peculiar domain patterns:~i! a large do-
main; ~ii ! dendrite-like stripe domains;~iii ! small nucleated
domains. It should be pointed out that the fundamental c
acteristics of these domain evolution patterns are basic
unchanged with respect to the time elapsed~or the reversal
percentage!, and thus they can be considered as invari
features closely related to the quasiground energy state o
static domain patterns.

We plot the phase equilibrium lines together with t
simulated domain evolution patterns shown by the gray li
in Fig. 3. It is clear that the domain evolution patterns a
classified well by the phase diagram: all the domain evo
tion patterns of each extreme phase appear inside the c
sponding partition, whereas the intermediate patterns
seen around the phase equilibrium lines.

An intriguing question we would like to address co
cerning the phase transition behavior across the phase
librium lines is whether the magnetization reversal proc
exhibits an abrupt transition or a smooth transition with d
ferent magnetic properties. A detailed investigation of
domain evolution patterns around the phase equilibrium li
revealed that all the phase transitions were preceded by
tinuous changes in domain evolution patterns. For instanc

FIG. 3. Simulated domain evolution patterns with respect to the magn
static energym and the domain-wall energyw. Each frame is aligned in a
column with m and in a row withw, which shows a domain evolution
pattern of 25% reversal for a sample having the corresponding valuem
andw denoted in the top and left margins of the array, respectively. The g
lines show the phase equilibrium lines determined by Eq.~5!.
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phase transition with a change inw across the phase equilib
rium line exhibits a gradual change in magnetization reve
dynamics between the wall-motion dominant phase and
nucleation dominant phase: the average size of the dom
gradually increases while the number of domains gradu
decreases with an increase inw. A smooth phase transition
was also observed between the wall-motion dominant ph
and the dendritic-growth dominant phase with a change im
across the phase equilibrium line.

Note that the present phase diagram was calculated f
only three extreme situations of typical magnetization rev
sal processes. But there are other intermediate situati
such as wall motion from a curved domain boundary, d
dritic growth from a thick stripe, or nucleation near existin
domains. The situation parameters of these intermediate
cesses have their own values, and therefore additional m
phase equilibrium lines between these intermediate proce
possibly exist. Thus, it is expected that the magnetizat
reversal dynamics gradually change with changes in
magnetic properties via successive minor phase transit
across every intermediate phase equilibrium line, for
stance, from thinner stripe domains to thicker stripe doma
and finally to a large circular domain.

In summary, we presented an analytical prediction of
magnetization reversal phase diagram by micromagn
consideration of uniaxial ferromagnetic thin films. The pha
equilibrium lines were calculated by considering the extre
cases of three contrasting magnetization reversal proce
wall-motion, dendritic growth, and nucleation processes. T
phase diagram was able to characterize the simulated do
evolution patterns accompanied by gradual phase transit
across the phase equilibrium lines well and, thus, it provi
a good explicit prediction of magnetization reversal pha
without having to carry out any time-consuming iterati
simulation.

This work was supported by the Korean Ministry of Sc
ence and Technology through the Creative Research In
tive Project.
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